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Abstract

We present a regression-based scheme for multi-view
facial expression recognition based on 2−D geometric
features. We address the problem by mapping facial
points (e.g. mouth corners) from non-frontal to frontal
view where further recognition of the expressions can
be performed using a state-of-the-art facial expression
recognition method. To learn the mapping functions we
investigate four regression models: Linear Regression
(LR), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Relevance Vec-
tor Regression (RVR) and Gaussian Process Regression
(GPR). Our extensive experiments on the CMU Multi-
PIE facial expression database show that the proposed
scheme outperforms view-specific classifiers by utilizing
considerably less training data.

1. Introduction

Facial expression recognition has attracted signifi-
cant attention because of its usefulness in many appli-
cations such as human-computer interaction, face ani-
mation and analysis of social interaction [10]. While
most existing methods focus on near frontal view im-
ages, multi-view facial expression recognition remains
a significant research challenge.

Methods addressing this problem can be divided into
3D- and 2D-based methods (see [4]). The downside
of the 3D-based methods is that they are computation-
ally expensive and may fail to converge. The 2D-based
methods train/apply view-specific classifiers where the
number of classes increases proportionally with the
number of different views and facial expressions [3].
This however increases the demand for the training data
in terms of facial expressions in different views as the

view-specific classifiers should be trained with a simi-
lar amount of data in order to avoid a bias [1]. However,
there is a disproportion in the availability of the frontal-
view and multi-view facial expression data [2, 3]. This
makes it possible to build a frontal classifier by utilizing
a large amount of the training data and, consequently,
obtain a lower generalization error compared to non-
frontal classifiers.

In this paper we propose a regression-based scheme
for extending near-frontal to multi-view facial expres-
sion recognition systems. To this aim, we learn map-
ping functions to predict the locations of facial land-
marks in the frontal view given the locations of the land-
marks in the non-frontal view test images. Then, the fa-
cial expression recognition is performed by classifying
the predicted landmarks’ locations using a frontal clas-
sifier (see Fig. 1). This scheme allows using an existing
near-frontal facial expression recognition system since
the learning of the mapping functions can be carried out
as an independent task.

For learning the mapping functions, we investigate
the sate-of-the-art regression models: LR [1], SVR [1],
RVR [8] and GPR [8]. Overall, the contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We show that only a small amount of images with
facial expressions in different views is needed to
learn the target mapping functions.

2. Our experiments show that with the proposed
scheme we achieve better performance than when
using view-specific classifiers.

3. We compare state-of-the-art regression models and
discuss their pros and cons for learning the target
mapping functions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2 we give an overview of the proposed scheme. In
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Figure 1. Outline of the proposed scheme.

Sec. 3 we discuss the regression models used for the ex-
periments in this paper. In Sec. 4 we present and discuss
the experimental results. Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2. System Overview

Given an input image of a person exhibiting a fa-
cial expression in an arbitrary head pose, the first step
is to estimate the head pose and assign it to one of P
previously defined discrete poses. The second step is
localization of the 2-D locations of 39 facial landmark
points (see Fig. 1). In this work we assume that these
steps are performed with some state of the art methods
(e.g. [6], [5]) so that for an input image we know the
pose k and the location xk of the facial landmarks. Our
goal is to learn functions fk : R78 → R78 that map xk
to xF , where xF is the location of the facial points in
the frontal view and k = 1..P − 1. We use N train-
ing images for each of P poses to learn the functions
fk by forming pairs (xik, x

i
F ), where i = 1..N , and ap-

plying the regression models explained in Sec. 3. Once
these mapping functions are learned, we use them sub-
sequently to predict the locations of the landmark points
in the frontal view x̂F given the location of points xk in
the non-frontal test image. Such obtained locations are
later fed into a frontal classifier that outputs the facial
expression label.

3. Regression Models

This section provides a brief comparison of the re-
gression models used to learn the above defined map-
ping functions fk. LR is a parametric model which pa-
rameters are estimated using sum-of-least squares cri-
terion [1]. These parameters can be computed only if
the number of training examples N > D + 1, where
D = 78 is the dimension of the input space (in our case,
this is also the dimension of the output space). This
imposes a serious limitations when working with high-
dimensional data. This model does not suffer from local
minima, and making predictions requires simple matrix
multiplication. SVR [1] is a sparse kernel technique

that selects M examples from a training set known
as support vectors and use them to make predictions.
The hyper-parameters (hp) of this model: error/margin
trade-off (C), insensitivity (ε) and kernel parameters
(θ), are usually estimated using the cross-validation
technique that can be cumbersome and slow. In con-
trast to the above described models, GPR [8] have a
probabilistic formulation and provide a principled way
of model fitting by maximizing log marginal likelihood
with respect to θ [1]. However, it can be easily trapped
in local minima since this function is non-convex. In
practice, these caveats do not prevent GPR from giving
useful results. Moreover, by placing a Gaussian process
prior over fk, when making predictions, we marginalize
over all possible choices of fk, and make the model less
prone to overfitting/underfitting. RVR [9] is a sparse
representation of GPR with additional hp: weight (α)
and noise (β) precision. These hp determine M proto-
typical examples called relevance vectors that are used
during the prediction. Consequently, the computational
cost of making predictions with GPR is typically much
higher than with RVR. Compared to SVR, RVR main-
tains comparable generalization error while utilizing
considerably lower M [1].

For SVR, RVR and GPR, we applied the kernel func-
tion: k(xi, xj) = θ1 exp(− θ22 (xi − xj)

T (xi − xj)) +
θ3xix

T
j [1, 8]. Here, (θ1, θ2) are the parameters of Ra-

dial Basis Function (RBF) kernel and θ3 corresponds to
a parametric model that is a linear function of the in-
put variables. These hp are stored in θ = {θi}3i=1. We
chose this kernel function as it performed best in a pi-
lot study compared with single RBF, MLP and Linear
kernel, as well as their compound versions.

Table 1 summarizes the above discussed regression
models in terms of storage and time complexity, the
number of hp and the convexity of the optimization
function. Initialization stands for the time needed to
carry out preliminary matrix computations before the
testing is commenced. Prediction refers to the time
needed to make the prediction given a test datum. For
all the models except of LR, we modeled the outputs in-
dependently. This resulted in a high computational load
in the case of SVR, RVR and GPR. In the case of LR,
the computational complexity does not depend on the
number of training samples but on the number of input
dimension D only. Storage stands for storage complex-
ity of the discussed models.

4. Experiments

The evaluation study was conducted on the CMU
Multi-PIE database [2]. Overall, 800 images across 114
subjects (74 males), with face area of approximately
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Table 1. Comparison of the four regres-
sion models used in the experiments.

Storage Initialization Prediction hp Convex
LR O(D2) O(D3) O(D) - yes
SVR O(DM2) O(DM3) O(DM2) {θ, C, ε} yes
RVR O(DM2) O(DM3) O(DM2) {θ, α, β} no
GPR O(DN2) O(DN3) O(DN2) {θ} no

200x250 pixels, were manually annotated with 39 land-
marks (see Fig. 1). There were 200 images from each
of the 4 views - frontal view, 15◦ left, 30◦ left, and 45◦

left - depicting 4 facial expressions (50 images per ex-
pression: Neutral (NE), Disgust (DI), Happiness (HA)
and Surprise (SU)). The training data were registered
as proposed in [7]. Three different mapping functions
were learned for each regression method, each one for
predicting the location of the facial landmarks in the
frontal pose from poses 15◦ Left, 30◦ Left, and 45◦

Left. We used two performance measures: Error Rate
(Err) in percent to report the error in the recognition
of facial expressions, and Standardized Mean Squared
Error (SMSE) to report the error in the prediction of
the location of the facial landmarks. In Tables 2 and 3
we report the mean and standard deviation of these val-
ues obtained in the experiments explained below. For
the classification of facial expressions we used support
vector machine (SVM) classifier with linear kernel as
it is one of the commonly used classifiers for the target
problem [10].

Table 2 shows the performance of the evaluated re-
gression models and the average performance of view-
specific classifiers - the frontal-view classifier (FV-
C) and the non-frontal-view classifiers (NFV-C). To
evaluate the performance of various regression-based
schemes and view-specific classifiers when using dif-
ferent amount of training data, we used N = 30, 60, 90,
120, 180. In the case of regression-based schemes, the
facial expression recognition is performed by classify-
ing the landmarks’ locations predicted by the given re-
gression model using a frontal classifier (FC), which in
all cases was trained using N=180 frontal-view expres-
sive face images. In all experiments, we applied 10-fold
person-independent cross-validation. Note that RVR
was able to ‘discard’ the noisy examples from the train-
ing set achieving better generalization ability than was
the case with the other models. For example, RVR+FC
has Err of 2.5% for N = 60, while GPR+FC and
SVR+FC have Err of 3.33% and 5.5%, respectively. For
the same case (N = 60), LR model could not be learned
because N¡D. However, a general observation from Ta-
ble 2 is that the regression-based schemes on average
outperforms NFV-C. This is especially so for RVR and

GPR, which are the linear smoothers [8], i.e. their out-
put is a linear combination of the target (frontal) data
which makes it easier for the FC to classify the predic-
tions. GPR outperformed other regression models in
terms of SMSE, meaning that it achieved more accurate
prediction of the points (altough the classification of
these by FC did not result in the lowest Err). We ranked
the evaluated schemes according to their average Err:
RVR+FC>GPR+FC>LR+FC>NFV-C>SVR+FC. It
is interesting to notice that the Err for the classifica-
tion of non-frontal facial expressions using either the
regression-based schemes or NFV-C was lower than the
Err of FV-C trained/tested using frontal data. This con-
firms the observation in [3] that frontal view may not
be optimal for facial expression recogniton.

Table 2. Average performance results
when using N training data per pose ex-
hibiting all 4 facial expressions.

N 30 60 90 120 180
LR+FC Err - - 15.5±7.44 5.67±4.69 2.33±2.86

SMSE - - 2.91±1.34 2.23±0.67 0.94±0.58
SVR+FC Err 23.2±24.7 5.50±4.80 4.50±4.02 2.83±3.39 2.83±2.64

SMSE 0.60±0.22 0.44±0.06 0.41±0.06 0.39±0.06 0.37±0.06
M 23.2 46.1 64.8 81.0 119

RVR+FC Err 17.5±23.6 2.50±3.15 2.33±3.14 2.17±3.13 2.00±2.67
SMSE 0.62±0.21 0.45±0.08 0.42±0.08 0.39±0.06 0.37±0.06
M 21.2 38.1 44.2 11.1 12.9

GPR+FC Err 18.7±23.3 3.33±3.33 3.17±3.59 2.50±3.41 2.33±2.61
SMSE 0.59±0.21 0.43±0.07 0.40±0.06 0.38±0.06 0.36±0.06

NFV-C Err 10.8±4.48 6.17±1.15 3.83±1.04 3.50±1.50 2.67±1.89
FV-C Err 12.0±8.23 5.55±4.97 5.55±4.38 6.00±3.94 4.50±2.84

In Table 2 we also report the average number of sup-
port/relevance vectors (M) used by SVR and RVR. Due
to high dimensionality of the input space (D=78), M
decreases rapidly when N¿90, thus RVR significantly
outperforms SVR and GPR in terms of storage com-
plexity. This feature of RVR is important when dealing
with large datasets.

To further evaluate the robustness of the regression-
based schemes in the case of missing data (i.e when
no examples of a certain facial expression category
were used to train the given regression model), we ap-
plied leave-one-expression-out strategy. For instance,
we used the examples of NE, DI and SU to learn the
target mapping functions and we used examples of
HA to test those. For all evaluated regression-based
schemes, the FC was trained using data of all four facial
expressions. Once again we applied ten-fold person-
independent cross-validation. As can be seen from Ta-
ble 3 LR generalizes better on unseen data (Err<30%)
compared to other models. This indicates a general
drawback of the kernel-based methods refering to their
poor extrapolation ability [1]. As can be seen from Ta-
ble 3 and 2 there is a large inconsistency between esti-
mated SMSE and Err. Even though SMSE can be low,
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at the same time Err can be very high. This implies that
SMSE is not reliable error measure for the target task
as it does not take into account whether the facial shape
defined by the predicted points is well preserved or not.

Table 3. Results of leave-one-expression
out experiment.

Neutral Happiness Disgust Surprise
LR+FC Err 29.3±22.7 20.6±13.3 28.7±23.3 16.0±15.2

SMSE 1.68±0.66 2.23±2.80 1.82±0.74 3.28±1.68
SVR+FC Err 64.0±25.9 52.7±28.5 56.0±19.9 58.7±28.7

SMSE 0.87±0.24 1.04±0.67 1.09±0.47 1.47±0.70
RVR+FC Err 33.3±25.4 20.7±23.2 36.0±25.4 24.0±17.7

SMSE 0.84±0.25 1.00±0.76 1.06±0.40 1.45±0.65
GPR+FC Err 53.3±28.9 32.0±28.1 44.7±24.5 48.7±29.1

SMSE 0.85±0.26 1.00±0.82 1.04±0.42 1.37±0.69

In real-world applications, automatically localized
landmarks will inevitably be corrupted by noise. Hence,
to test the robustness of the regression-based schemes
in case of noisy data, we tested the models trained on
noise-free data on data with added noise sampled from
UNIF∼[-a,+a]. The noise level was set to a = σ, .., 5σ,
where the standard deviation of the inputs σ was scaled
to one. As can be seen from Fig. 2, SVR, RVR and GPR
performed similarly (e.g., for a=0.5, Err=5%), while LR
showed high sensitivity to noise (e.g. for a = 0.5,
Err=24%).

Figure 2. Err of the 4 different regression
models when tested on noisy data.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a regression-based
scheme for multi-view facial expression recognition.
We compared four state-of-the-art regression models
within this scheme: LR, SVR, RVR and GPR. LR
proved to be very sensitive to noise which makes it im-
practical for real-world applications. RVR and GPR
performed well even when a small amount of training

data were available, while SVR showed such a per-
formance only when using a relatively large number
of training data. Furthermore, parameter estimation in
SVR makes it far less suitable for the target task than is
the case with RVR and GPR. RVR and GPR, when ap-
plied in our scheme, outperformed view-specific classi-
fiers. Hence, in contrast to view-specific approaches,
RVR/GPR-based scheme enables multi-view expres-
sion recognition system to be designed by using con-
siderably less training data. However, RVR performed
better than GPR on the given dataset. In this paper we
also showed that SMSE is not a reliable performance
measure for the target task as it does not reflect accu-
rately to what extent the information about the facial
configuration is lost or preserved.
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